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Essays in Criminal Law in Honour of Sir Gerald Gordon
Administering a moderately sized police force is as complex as running a corporation with the additional onus of politics. High-level positions like chief should require advanced degrees that equal or ...
In an essay in Bloomberg Law, the lawyers argued that by not requiring ... Blake Diaz is a TCR Justice Reporting intern. TCR's WEEKLY Criminal Justice Newsletter is FREE! Subscribe Here The ...
(CNN)A New Jersey high school teacher has been suspended with pay after launching into a rant during two virtual classes in which he allegedly called George Floyd a "criminal" and used profanity ...
Essays In Criminal Law In
¹ The essay examines the legal approach to SM in both jurisdictions ... When the first edition of Sir Gerald Gordon’s important textbook on Scots criminal law was published in 1967,¹ it was plain that ...
Essays in Criminal Law in Honour of Sir Gerald Gordon
Much public debate circles around grassroots activists’ demand to “defund the police,” raised in public consciousness in the summer of 2020. Yet ...
To “Defund” the Police
This Essay scrutinizes the feuding between the Trump White House and various federal law enforcement agencies, concurrent with criminal lawbreaking in ...
Law and Order as the Foundational
If you tuned into the Reset America Stage during OZY Fest, you might have had the same realization I did: There are a million and one amazing ideas out there to help us fix America. From criminal ...
Journey to Juneteenth: Reset America
Administering a moderately sized police force is as complex as running a corporation with the additional onus of politics. High-level positions like chief should require advanced degrees that equal or ...
Essay/Jim Rose: A guide to overfunding the police
Removing Section 43 from the Criminal Code states that every schoolteacher, parent, or person standing in the place of a parent is justified in using force as a tool for correction when confronted ...
Removing Section 43 from Canada's Criminal Code: Why Doing so Is Long Overdue
Theo Anthony's first documentary feature since "Rat Film" is a fascinatingly discursive cinematic essay on the fallibility of the moving image.
Review: 'All Light, Everywhere' brilliantly interrogates body cameras and the ethics of the surveillance age
The 40-year-old KUWTK made the declaration in an Instagram Q&A, admitting that she has found the bar exams to be 'extremely difficult' for her.
Kim Kardashian is 'not giving up' and plans to retake the First Year Law Students' Exam
The million-dollar news out of Albany last week, despite Governor Cuomo’s best efforts to bury it, was that he earned approximately $5.1 million for the now infamous book he (with a little help from ...
Essay/Sen. Tom O'Mara: Governor’s book deal puts exclamation point on bad ending
Jewish British actor and comedian Stephen Fry shared on Thursday what he described as a “brilliant” essay that bashed Israel and described the country as an embarrassment to Jews. “It’s hard for me to ...
British Actor Stephen Fry Praises ‘Brilliant’ Essay Calling Israel an Embarrassment to Jews
“I was very much impressed how you were able to take a difficult concept like Advancing the Rule of Law ... essays “gave me a lot of food for thought. I just got off the bench. I just had a ...
Students honored for Law Day contest winning essays, posters
The court breaks down its decisions on criminal law into two categories. First, there are substantive rulings, which affect “the range of conduct or the class of persons that the law punishes.” ...
Brett Kavanaugh Said the Quiet Part Out Loud
For this year's Law Month Essay Contest, students were asked to ... prioritizing police focus from petty infractions to bigger criminal activity. Doing so diminishes the likelihood of another ...
The rule of law in America: Toward a more perfect union
Alaina’s dad, Todd, has been a Nebraska State Trooper since 1998, and she knew she wanted to pursue a career in law enforcement ... fill out scholarship essays, it became evident forensic ...
Minden grad following state trooper dad into law enforcement
In an essay in Bloomberg Law, the lawyers argued that by not requiring ... Blake Diaz is a TCR Justice Reporting intern. TCR's WEEKLY Criminal Justice Newsletter is FREE! Subscribe Here The ...
High Court Decision Called ‘Alarming Reversal’ in Youth Justice
(CNN)A New Jersey high school teacher has been suspended with pay after launching into a rant during two virtual classes in which he allegedly called George Floyd a "criminal" and used profanity ...
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